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advanced students sometimes struggle to find 
the right one for a particular noun or context.

Here is the essential resource for every student 
concerned with accurate and fluent usage: the 
Cheng & Tsui Chinese Measure Word Dictionary.
This new and unprecedented reference work is 
the only dictionary that allows you to search en-
tries in three different ways: by measure word, by 
Chinese noun, and by English noun. Entries 
comprise the most frequently used measure 
words and nouns, including vocabulary from the 
Integrated Chinese textbook series.

This useful guide features:

 Section 1: Chinese measure words, with exam-
ple nouns and usage notes 

 Section 2: English nouns, arranged alphabeti-
cally, with corresponding Chinese measure 
words

 Section 3: Chinese nouns, arranged alphabeti-
cally, with corresponding Chinese measure 
words

Accessible and one-of-a-kind, the Cheng & Tsui 
Chinese Measure Word Dictionary is an indis-
pensable reference for all students of modern 
Chinese.
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Designed to help teachers create and execute 
strong, sustainable K–16 Chinese language pro-
grams, this ground-breaking resource book is the 
first of its kind specifically written for teachers of 
Chinese as a foreign language. This volume con-
tains essays written by a diverse group of experi-
enced educators in the field and is divided into 

three main sections: 1) Teaching Chinese in Con-
text, 2) Teacher Knowledge and Pedagogical De-
cisions, and 3) Challenges and Strategies for the 
North American Classroom.

 Perfect as a course book for pre-service and 
in-service teacher training programs.

 Includes relevant theories as well as hands-on 
classroom methods, examples, and 
innovations.

 Addresses not only how to teach the lan-
guage, but also how to create and sustain a se-
quenced, articulated curriculum— especially 
relevant as the demand for new Chinese pro-
grams continues to rise.

 Stresses application of both national standards 
and Chinese language standards.

By taking an issues approach as well as 
highlighting specific techniques and princi-
ples that will guide Chinese language teach-
ers in making appropriate decisions for their 
students, this book is an indispensible re-
source for teachers striving for excellence in 
the Chinese language classroom.
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As China is developing to become one of the most in-
fluential countries in the global economy, the Chinese 
language is also becoming one of the most popular 
subjects and many international students are taking it 
in their schools. In order to encourage students and 
provide a place for them to display and share their ac-
complishments and talents to the world, we decided to 
publish “The Dragon Story” – a selected collection 
of students’ essays with themes that are immediate 
concerns or of great interest to the global community. 


